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We study the initial value problems of the two dimensional system:
u s f u , t , I t . .t
0.1 .
u s u t , I q O e . .ts0 0 1 i
 .  .where I t s I q e t is a slowly varying parameter, f u, t, I is analytic on alli
 .variables and periodic on t with period 2prv, and u t, I are periodic solutions0
of the system
¨ s f ¨ , t , I 0.2 .  .t
 .where I is a constant parameter. We assume that the variational equations of 0.2 ,
  . .w s f u t, I , t, I w, have the corresponding characteristic exponentst ¨ 0
 .  .  .l I , l I s l I which move across the imaginary axis from the left half1 2 1
complex plane to the right half complex plane as I increases past I . We showy
 . <  . <that under the nonresonant conditions H4 and H5 that v / 2rn Im l I for1 y
w xany n g N in 24 , along with other generic conditions H1]H3, the bifurca-
  ..   ..tions of u I t from u t q t, I t would not occur at the critical point where0 1
 .  .I t s I , rather, the bifurcations are substantially delayed until I t s I q e ty i
q <  .reaches I ) I which is independent of e , as e ª 0 . In other words, u t yq y
  .. <  .   . 4  .u t q t, I t s O e for t g t: I F I t F I for some I s I I ) I inde-0 1 i q q q i y
q w xpendent of e , when e ª 0 . We continue from 24 to study the structure of the
delayed bifurcations, the exact formula for I and the effects of the resonance. Aq
counterexample is given to show no delay at resonance. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
w xIn 24 , we have provided an estimate of the lower bound for I whichq
implies the existence of delayed bifurcations under the hypotheses H1]H5.
z  .The proof depends on the properties of the level curves of Re H l t ys 1
.inv dt at some neighborhood of z s 0.
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In Section 5 and Section 6, we intend to analyze the delayed bifurcations
from a different approach by exploring the structure of the solutions in
order to obtain the exact formula for the amount of delay. The motivation
w xof this analysis was discussed earlier in Section 3 24 . In Section 7, we
prove the main theorems and discuss the delayed bifurcation phenomena
in various initial conditions. We can then provide information about the
delayed bifurcation near resonance points v s nv, n g Z. In Section 8,0
we give a counterexample.
 .5. ANALYTIC EXTENSIONS OF y I, s
 .We begin with more detailed descriptions of the solution y I, s which is
 .  . <the solution of 2.11 with the initial condition y I, s s 0.Iss
 .LEMMA 5. Assume Hypotheses H1]H5 hold. Let y I, s be the solution
 .  . <  .of 2.11 with the initial condition: y I, s s 0. There exist e s e M ,Iss 0 0
 .  .  .  .d s d l , M such that for e F e , yd F s F I F 0, y I, s s Q I Y I, s ,1 0T .   .  . .Y I, s s Y I, s , Y I, s and1 1
`
inv IreY I , s s e g I , e , s e 5.1 .  .  .1 1, n
nsy`
<  . <where  g I, e , s F M for some M ) 0 as stated in Proposition 2. Fur-1, n
ther, g are of the form1, n
`
im v sreg s g I , e , s e 5.2 .  .1, n 1, n , m
msy`
` ` <  . <where   g I, e , s F M.nsy` msy` 1, n, m
 .  .Proof. We consider g s g , n g Z which is a solution of 4.25 :1, n
1 1
g I s L g I , g I , I , e , s s H g , g , I , e , s q R I , e , s . .  .  .  .  . .
e e
If we further decompose
`
im v sreg s g I , e , s e , 5.3 .  .1, n 1, n , m
msy`
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then we consider the mapping
1 1Ã Ã ÃL g s H g q R , 5.4 .  .  .
e e
Ã Ã .   . .where H g s H g , n g Z, m g Z ,n, m
ÃH g s u H g , 5.5 .  .  . .n , m m n
and u is defined as the formal projection:m
`
i k v sreu : a e ª a . 5.6 .m k m
ksy`
Similarly, the nonhomogeneous term can be expressed as
Ã ÃR s R , n g Z, m g Z , 5.7 . .n , m
where
ÃR s u R , 5.8 .  .n , m m 1, n
and we let
g s g I , e , s . 5.9 .  . .1, n , m
If we note u is the formal projection operator in terms of s, which ism
Äindependent of any operation on I, then u is commutative with h . Wem n
Ã Ãnote here that H and R do depend on g, I, e , and s. However, forn, m n, m
simplicity, we only stress their dependency on the independent variable I
and e from now on. Thus for n / 0,
1
Ã ÄH s u H g , g , I , s s h u h g , g I , e , 5.10 .  .  .  . .  . .n , m m n n m ne
Äf I , e for m s 0, .1, 0, nÃR s u R I s 5.11 .  . .n , m m 1, n  0 for m / 0,
and for n s 0,
`1 I1re .H l t . dt i k v sres 1Ã Ä ÄH s u h g I , e y h g s, e e e .  .  .  .0, m m 0 k /e ksy`
1 Äs h u h g I , e .  . . .0 m 0e
`
I1re .H l t . dts 1 Äye h u h g s, e , 5.12 .  .  . . . k myk k 5
ksy`
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`
I1re .H l t . dt inv sres 1Ã Ä ÄR s u f I , e y e f s, e e .  .0, m m 1, 0, 0 1, 0, n 5
nsy`
¡ 1re .H I l t . dts 1Ä Äf I , e y f s, e e for m s 0, .  . 41, 0, 0 1, 0, 0~s
I1re .H l t . dt¢ s 1Äyf s, e e for m / 0. . 41, 0, m
5.13 .
By using a process which is similar to Proposition 2's, we can verify that
Ã .L g is also a contraction mapping from the sphere
< 5 5B s g g sup g I , e , s F g . Ãs 1, n , m 5Ã
s-I-0m n
to itself in a Banach space. Lemma 5 follows from the fixed point
Ã .  .argument that there exists g I, e , s such that L g s g.
LEMMA 6. Let the assumptions in Lemma 5 hold. Then the solution
 .  .  . <y I, s of 2.11 with the initial condition y I, s s 0 has the property thatIss
Y1
y I , s s Q I .  .  /Y1
and
` `
inv Ire im v sreY I , s s e g I , e , s e e . .  . 1 1, n , m
msy` nsy`
There exists a neighborhood N of 0 in the complex plane such that for any1
 .  .j g N , the functions g I, e , s ha¨e analytic extensions g z, e , j1 1, n, m 1, n, m
 .  . 4in z for z, j g z, j , j g N , z g B where B is a symmetric region left1 j j
 4 w  . x  .to the imaginary axis, B l z F 0 s s j , 0 for some s j - 0. Further,j 1 1
<  . <for j g N , z g B ,   sup g z, e , j F M for some M ) 0. For1 j n m j , z 1, n, m
 .fixed z, g z, e , j are analytic in j .1, n, m
T .  .  . .Proof. The functions g I, e , s for which y I, s s Q I Y , Y ,1, n, m 1 1
 . ` `  . inv Ire im v sreand Y I, s s e  g I, e , s e e were defined in1 nsy` msy` 1, n, m
Lemma 5.
Let s - 0 be the initial point which meets the assumptions of Lemma0
5. Assume that j is a point in the upper half of the complex plane, such
j  .that ReH l t dt s 0, Re j F 0, i.e., j is on the same level curve ofs 10
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 . z  .f z s Re H l t dt as s in the upper left plane. Then we assert that1 0 1 0
there exists a nonempty simply connected region B which is symmetricj
 .with respect to the real axis, i.e., B s B such that j g cl B , B isj j j j
 .S -accessible for any n g Z, i.e., given z g cl B there exists G z, T ;n j n n
 z  . .  .cl B and Re H l t dt y inv z is monotonic along the path G z, Tj j 1 n n
 z  . .  .where T is the maximum point of Re H l t dt y inv z in cl B . Undern j 1 j
the nonresonant conditions H4]H5, for j close enough to 0, B can bej
constructed in a similar way as that in Theorem 1, by using the fact that
 .one family of S is more less convex than another according to then
<  . < magnitude of Im l 0 y nv . See Figs 1 and 2. We find Lemma 4 of Part1
w x.I, 24 remains valid in B because of the existence of the monotonicj
paths, i.e.,
z J zy1 re . H l t . dtyinv J . y1re . H l t . dtyinv z .j 1 j 1Äh J , e e dJ s h z , e , T e .  .H n n n
j
Ä invj rey h j , e , T e , .n n
Ä5  .5 <  . < 5  .5where h z, e , T F max G z, T h J, e . Similar results holdn n z g B n n njÄfor f and f . Again, from now on, we only emphasize the depen-1, 0, m 1, 0, m
Ä Ädency of h and f on the independent variable z and e for simplicity.n 1, 0, n
 .Assume that the vector function g z, e , j represents the analytic exten-
 .   ..sion of g I, e , s s g I, e , s which is the Fourier coefficients of1, n, m
FIG. 1. The construction of B . We cut off part of B to form B so that B isSn.-acces-j 0 1 1
sible for n s k y 1 as well as n G k. Consequently, we can analogously find B , B , . . . , B .2 3 k
We let B s B . In this case, j is below the point z .j k ky1
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FIG. 2. The construction of B . We cut off part of B to form B so that B isj 0 1 1
Sn.-accessible for n s k y 1 as well as n G k. Consequently, we can analogously find
B , B , . . . , B . e let B s B . In this case, j is above the point z .2 3 k j k ky1
 .  .  .  .  .Y I, s in 5.1 and 5.2 , where Y I, s is the solution of 4.9 . Let us take1 1
 .the extension g z, e , j of the form
g z , e , j s g z , e , j , n g Z, m g Z 5.14 .  .  . .1, n , m
and
`
j l re .H l t . dts 10g z , e , j s g z , e , j , s e 5.15 .  .  .1, n , m 1, n , m , l 0
lsy`
j  .for j , s such that s - 0 is real, Re j - 0, Im j ) 0, Re H l t dt s 0,0 0 s 10
 .z g B . The conjugate terms that involved in 4.9 arej
`
j l re .H l t . dts 10g z , e , j s g z , e , j , s e 5.16 . .  .1, yn , ym 1, yn , ym , yl 0
lsy`
 .for n g Z, m g Z, l g Z. The indices yl are due to the fact
j j l re .H l t . dt y l re .H l t . dt js 1 s 1  .0 0e s e since H l t dt is purely imaginary. Wes 10
define the formal projection operator b ,l
`
jk re .H l t . dts 10b : a e ª a .l k l
ksy`
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Again, the b operations deal with j , and therefore, b are commutativel l
Äwith h .n
  ..We consider g s g z, j to be the solution of the equation:1, n, m , l
1 1
Ã Ã Ãg s L g s H g , g , z , e , j , s q R z , e , j , s 5.17 .  .  . .s s 0 s 00 0 0e e
where
`
j lre .H l t . dts 1Ã Ã 0H s H g z , j e , .s s , n , m , l 1, n , m , l0 0 
n , m , lsy`
`
j lre .H l t . dts 10g z , j e , 5.18 . . 1, yn , ym , yl / /
n , m , lsy`
Ã ÃR g s R z , e , j , s . 5.19 .  .  . /s s , m , n , l 00 0
For n / 0,
1 1
Ã Ä ÄH s b h u h g , g z , e s h b u h g , g z , e , .  .  .  . .  . .  . .s , n , m , l l n m n l m n0 e e
5.20 .
Ä Äb f z , e , m s 0, . f z , e , m s 0, l s 0, . .l 1, 0, n 1, 0, nÃR s ss , n , m , l0  0, else.0, m / 0,
5.21 .
For n s 0,
1 j zy1 re .H l t . dt 1re .H l t . dts 1 s 1Ã Ä 0 0H s b h u h g , g z , e y e e .  . . .s , n , m , l l n m n0 e
`
Ä= h u h g , g j , e .  . . . k myk k 5
ksy`
1
Äs h b u h g , g z , e .  . . .n l m ne
`
z1re .H l t . dts 1 Ä0ye h b u h g , g j , e , 5.22 .  .  . . . k lq1 myk k 5
ksy`
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¡ Äb f z , e m s 0, .l 1, 0, 0
z j1re .H l t . dty1re .H l t . dt~ s 1 s 1ÄÃ 0 0y f j , e e ,R s  . 41, 0, 0s , n , m , l0
z j1re .H l t . dty1re .H l t . dt¢ s 1 s 1Ä 0 0b yf j , e e , m / 0, . 4l 1, 0, m
¡Äf z , e m s 0, l s 0, .1, 0, 0
z1re .H l t . dts 1Ä 0yf j , e e m s 0, l s y1, .1, 0, 0~s 0 m s 0, l / 0, l / y1,
z1re .H l t . dts 1Ä 0yf j , e e m / 0, l s y1, .1, 0, m¢
0 m / 0, l / y1.
5.23 .
 .  .Since the extensions of g z, j are also related to g z, j ,1, n, m 1, yn, ym , yl
 .  .it is necessary to establish g z, j and g z, j by the relation-1, n, m , l 1, n, m , l
ship
1 1
Ã Ãg z , j s H g z , j , g z , j q R z , e , j , .  .  . . .1, n , m , l s , n , m , l s , n , m , l0 0e e
5.24 .
1 1D D
g z , j s H g z , j , g z , j q R z , e , j . .  .  . .1, n , m , l s , n , m , l s , n , m , l0 0e e
5.25 .
Ã Ãwhere H , R were defined earlier, and for n / 0,s , n, m , l s , n, m , l0 0
1D ÄH g z , j , g z , j s h b u h g z , j , g z , j z , e .  .  . .  . .  . . /s , n , m , l n l m n0 e
5.26 .
D Äf z , e , m s 0, . .1, 0, nR z , e , j s 5.27 . .s , n , m , l0  0, m / 0,
for n s 0,
1D ÄH g z , j , g z , j s h b u h g z , j , g z , j z , e .  .  . .  . .  . . /s , n , m , l 0 l m 00 e
`




¡Äf z , e m s 0, l s 0, .1, 0, 0
z1re .H l t . dts 1Ä 0yf j , e e m s 0, l s y1, .1, 0, 0D ~R z , e , j s .s , n , m , l 0 m s 0, l / 0, l / y1,0
z1re .H l t . dts 1Ä 0yf j , e e m / 0, l s y1, .1, 0, m¢
0 m / 0, l / y1.
5.29 .
z  . < 1re .H zs l1t . dt <0For z g B , we observe that ReH l t F 0, therefore e Fj s 10
1. Further we observe that the construction of B assures that B containsj j
both z and z for any z g B , and Lemma 4 is applicable here. Alsoj
 <  . <.max G z, T are sufficiently small if j is close enough to 0 andz g B , ng Z nj
z g B .j
 .We define the norm of g z, j as
g z , j s sup g z , j q g z , j . 5.30 .  .  . . . 1, n , m , l 1, n , m , l
zgBn , m , lsy` j
  . < 4The Banach space G s g z, j j g N , z g B is also a Banach Algebra1 j
under this norm.
Following a similar procedure as that in Theorem 1, we can show that
1 1 D DÃ ÃH g , g q R q H g , g q R .  .s s s s0 0 0 0e e
5 5 5 5 2g g 1
F M sup G z , T q q 2 M . .n n 2< < 5 5 /s 1 y e g r 2s4s  .zgB , ngZj
5.31 .
<  . <where G z, T express the arc lengths of the monotonic paths connectingn n
 z  . .  .z and T which is the maximum point for Re H l t dt y inv z in cl B .n 0 1 j
Thus, when j is close enough to 0 in the complex plane, namely, there
 .  . < <exists d s d M, s , e s e M, s such that whenever j F d , e F e ,2 2 0 0 2 0
Ã ÃH Rs s0 0Ã ÃD D .  . .  . .  5 5 4L g s 1re q 1re maps the sphere B s g : g F 4Ms 4 MH R0 s s0 0
1Ã5 5to itself. Further, we can show that the Lipschitz constant =L Fs 20
< <when j - d . The fixed point argument provides analytic functions2
 .  .  .  .g z, j s g z, e , j which extend g I, e , s . The analyticity of g z, e , j
for the j variable comes from the analytic dependency of the solutions on
w xtheir initial time. Standard references in this regard can be found in 23 .
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< <Thus for j F d , Im j G 0,2
`
j lre .H l t . dts 10g z , e , j s g z , j e .  .  1, n , m 1, n , m , l
n , m n , m lsy`
5 5F g z , j s g F 4M . 1, n , m , l
n , m , l
and also
`
j lre .H l t . dts 1Ä 0g z , e , j s g z , j e . .  1, n , m 1, n , m , yl
n , m lsy`
5 5F g z , j F g F 4M . . 1, n , m , yl
m , n , l
j  .Since Re H l t dj s 0, this completes the proof of Lemma 6.s 10
 . < <Remark 1. The point z s 0 belongs to all cl B for j - d . Wej 2
 .considered the extension g z, e , j for j in the upper half complex1, n, m
plane. The extension to the lower half plane was also covered by
 .g z, e , j .1, n, m
Remark 2. If the initial time s G 0 is on the other side of origin, similar
properties are expected. The Lemmas 5 and 6 can simply be rewritten for
the s G 0 case without much change.
6. BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS AT I s 0
As we mentioned in Section 3, Part I, it is essential to know the
 .functions y 0, s which determine the distance between two solutions ofs
 .  0.  .  0.  .2.11 , y I, I , and y I, I , where y I, I and y I, I satisfy the initial0 0
 0. < 0 0  . <conditions y I, I s 0 for any I ) 0 and y I, I s 0 for anyIsI IsI0 0
I - 0.0
 .Let us express the form of y I, s first.s
 .  .LEMMA 7. Assume H1]H5 hold. Let y I, s be the solution of 2.11
 . <with the initial condition y I, s s 0 for s - 0. Then for s F I F 0,Iss




­­ s  0y2­ s
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and for j s 1, 2,
`­ Iinv Ire im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 1y I , s s A I , s, e e e e .  .j j , n , m /­ s n , msy`
`
Iinv Ire im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 2q B I , s, e e e e . j , n , m /
n , msy`
6.1 .
 .  .where A I , s, e , B I , s, e ha¨ e analytic extensionsj, n , m j, n , m
 .  . < <A z, j , e , B z, j , e which are analytic in j for j F d , and arej, n, m j, n, m 7
analytic in z for z g B as was defined pre¨iously in Lemma 6.j
Furthermore,
A z , j , e q B z , j , e F M 6.2 .  .  . j , n , m j , n , m
j, n , m j , n , m
< <  .for j F d , z g B , and for any e F e where e s e M . In particular,7 j 0 0 0
< <z s 0 belongs to e¨ery B for any j with j - d , and thereforej 7
`­ 0im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 1Ãy 0, s s A s, e e e .  .j j , m /­ s msy`
`
0im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 2Ãq B s, e e e , 6.3 .  . j , m /
msy`
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .and A s, e , B s, e ha¨e analytic extensions A j , e , B j , e forj, m j, m j, m j, m
< <j F d and7
`
Ã ÃA j , e q B j , e F M . 6.4 .  .  . j , m j , m
msy`
Proof. Let y s QY as was defined in the beginning of Section 4, and
Y I , s .1 .  .  .  .Y I, s s which satisfies 4.2 and 4.3 :Y I , s .2
I Il IY Y .11 1
e s q F , I , Y q e Q , I , 4.2 .2 2 /  / /  /Y Y /l I e e .2 22I
Y1 s 0. 4.3 . /Y2 Iss
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 .  .From the relation 4.3 , Y s, s s 0 for all s, we obtain
­ ­ s
Y I , s sy Y I , s s yQ , s . 6.5 .  .  .2  /­ s ­ I eIss Iss
 .  .Thus, if we let h s ­r­ s Y I, s , then
­ ­ F I Il I . 21
h I , s s h q , I , Y I , , e ? h , .  / / /l I­ I ­ Y e e .2
s
h I , s s yQ , s 6.6 .  .Iss 2  /e
Q2 , 1 .where ­ F r­ Y represents the derivative with respect to Y, Q s ,Q2 2 2, 2
`  . inv sre ` 5  .5Q s  f s e , j s 1, 2, and  f j F M for2, j nsy` j, 0, n nsy` j, 0, n
< <  .  .  .j - d , and f j analytically extends f s . Because Q sre , s2 j, 0, n j, 0, n 2
 .have the analytic extensions for its coefficients f s, e , it is onlyj, 0, n
 .necessary to show the solutions h s h I, s ofj j
¡ ­ ­ F Il I . 21
e h s h q , I , e , Y hj j j /~  /l I­ I ­ Y e . 6.72  .¢h I , s s e .j jIss
T h1 .  .  .have the desired property of 6.1 and 6.2 because h s yQ sh2 2
 .  . .y Q h q Q h . We express ­ F r­ Y Ire , I, e , Y into2, 1 1 2, 2 2 2
F Ire , I , e , Y .3 , 1 .  .. Then 6.7 can be written into integral equationsF Ire , I , e , Y .3 , 2
e1re .H
I
s l1t . dt
h I , s s .1  /0
II J1re .H l t . dt y1re .H l t . dts 1 s 1e e F ? h J , s dJ .H 3, 1 11 sq 6.8 .




h I , s s . I2 1re .H l t . dt /s 2e
II J1re .H l t . dt y1re .H l t . dts 1 s 1e e F ? h J , s dJ .H 3, 1 21 sq . 6.9 .
II Ie 1re .H l t . dt y1re .H l t . dts 2 s 2e e F ? h J , s dJ . 0H 3, 2 2
s
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From the fact that F depend upon Ire periodically and upon Ire , I3, j
 .analytically, and F also are analytic functions of Y I, s which them-3, j
 .  .selves were expressed in 5.1 and 5.2 , F have the property that3, j
` `





q I , s, e F M , 6.11 .  .   j , k , n , m
nsy` msy`js1, 2
ks1, 2
q  .Here the bound M is independent of e as e ª 0 . Equations 6.10 and
 .  .  .  .  .6.11 can be easily derived from 2.12 ] 2.16 along with 5.1 and 5.2 .
We look for solutions h of the forms:j
e1re .H
I
s l1t . dt
h s1  /0
a I , s, e . I1, 1, n , m inv Ire im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 1q ? e e e  /a I , s, e .1, 2, n , mn , m
b I , s, e . I1, 1, n , m inv Ire im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 2q ? e e e , 6.12 .  /b I , s, e .1, 2, n , mn , m
0
h s I2 1re .H l t . dt /s 2e
a I , s, e . I2, 1, n , m inv Ire im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 1q ? e e e  /a I , s, e .2, 2, n , mn , m
b I , s, e . I2, 1, n , m inv Ire im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 2q ? e e e . 6.13 .  /b I , s, e .2, 2, n , mn , m
 .  . From 6.8 , we obtain that h s a , b s a , b N j s 1, 2,1 1 1 1, j, n, m 1, j, n, m
.n g Z, m g Z must satisfy that for j s 1, 2,
a einv Ireeim v sree1re .H
I
s l1t . dt 1, j , n , m
n , m
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q b einv Ireeim v sree1re .H Is l2t . dt 1, j , n , m
n , m
1 II J1re .H l t . dt y1re .H l t . dts 1 s 1s e eH
e s
`
inv Jre im v sre= e q J , s, e e e . j , 1 , n , m /
n , msy`
`
J J1re .H l t . dt inv Jre im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 1 s 1? e q a e e e 1, 1, n , m
n , msy`
qb eim v jreeim v sree1re .H Js l2 dt1, 1, n , m /
`
inv Jre im v sreq e q J , s, e e e . j , 2 , n , m /
n , msy`
= a einv Ireeim v sree1re .H
I
s l1t . dt 1, 2, n , m
n , m
`
Jinv Ire im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 2q b e e e dJ . 6.14 . 1, 2, n , m /
n , msy`
 .We express the right-hand side of Eq. 6.14 into
II1re .H l t . dt inv Jre im v sres 1e L a , J , s, e e e .H 1, 1, n , m
s n , m
q L b , J , s, e einv Jreeim v sree1re .H Js l2yl 1.t . dt . 1, 2, n , m
n , m
inv Jre im v sreq q J , s, e e e dJ , . 1, 1, n , m
n , m
and
II J1re .H l t . dt inv Jre im v sre 1re .H l yl . dts 2 s 1 2e L a , J , s, e e e e .H 2, 1, n , m
s n , m
q L b , J , s, e eim v Jreeim v sre . 2, 2, n , m
n , m





L a , I s q I , s, e ? a , j s 1, 2, .  .j , 1 , n , m j , k , k , k 1, k , l , l1 2 1 2
k ql sn1 1
k ql sm2 2
ks1, 2
L b , I s q I , s, e b , j s 1, 2. .  .j , 2 , n , m j , k , k , k 1, k , l , l1 2 1 2
k ql sn1 1
k ql sm2 2
It can be verified directly that
L a , I , s, e q L b , I , s, e .  . j , 1 , n , m j , 2 , n , m
j, n , m j , n , m
F q I , s, e q q I , s, e .  . j , 1 , n , m j , 2 , n , m /
j, n , m j , n , m
? a q b 1, j , n , m 1, j , n , m /
j, n , m
F M a , b . 6.15 .  .1 1
< <In Section 5 it was shown that, for every j with j - d , there exists B2 j
 .such that Lemma 6 holds for z g B . We now show that for any z g cl B ,j j
Ã Ã " .  .  .n g Z, n / 0, there exist paths G z, j ; cl B and G z, h ;n, 1 n j n, 2 n
 .  .  . "cl B where j are the minimum points of Re inv z in cl B and hj n j n
z  . .  .are the minimum point of Re H " l y l q inv dt in cl B so thatj 2 1 j
z Ã .   . .  .Re inv z and Re H " l y l q inv dt are monotonic on G z, jj 2 1 n, 1 n
Ã " . < <and G z, h respectively. In fact, it can be shown when j is closen, 2 n
 . z  . .enough to 0, the level curves of Re inv z and Re H " l y l q inv dtj 2 1
are flat relative to horizontal lines. The convexity argument similar to the
 .ones in Theorem 1 Part 1 and Lemma 6 can be analogously used to
Ã Ã " .  .assure the existence of paths G z, j and G z, h since the leveln, 1 n n, 2 n
 . z curves of Re inv z are horizontal lines and level curves of Re H " l yj 2
.. .   . .  3 2 .l q inv dt are " 2 Im l 0 y nv y q O x , y s c which are less1 1
 .concave or convex than G and G .s s
 w x.Applying Lemma 4 Part I 24 , we introduce a new mapping
ÄT: h z , R z , D ª h z 6.16 .  .  .  . .
5 5The bound property of T was shown in Lemma 4 that T F
<  . <  .max G z, T where G z, T represents the path from T to z, andz g D
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 .  .Re R z is nondecreasing on G z, T . Let us define some functions as
follows.
ÄL a , z , j , e ' T L a , z , j , e , inv z , B .  . .1, 1, n , m 1, 1, n , m j
ÄL b , z , j , e ' T L b , z , j , e , inv z , B .  . .2, 2, n , m 2, 2, n , m j
ÄL b , z , j , e .1, 2, n , m
z
' T L b , z , j , e , inv z q l y l t dt , B , 6.17 .  .  .  .H1, 2, n , m 2 1 j /j
ÄL a , z , j , e .2, 1, n , m
z
' T L a , z , j , e , inv z q l y l t dt , B , .  .  .H2, 1, n , m 1 2 j /j
q z , j , e ' T q z , j , e , inv z , B , .  .Ä  .1, 1, n , m 1, 1, n , m j
z
q z , j , e ' T q z , j , e , inv z q l y l t dt , B . .  .  .  .Ä H1, 2, n , m 1, 2, n , m 1 2 j /j
 .We now consider the equivalent equations of 6.14 :
a einv Ireeim v sree1re .H
J
s l1t . dt 1, 1, n , m
m n
q b einv Ireeim v sree1re .H Is l2t . dt 1, 1, n , m
m n
Ä inv Ire Ä inv sres L a , I , s, e e y L a , s, s, e e .  .  1, 1, n , m 1, 1, n , m /
m n n
? eim v sree1re .H
I
s l1t . dt
Ä inv Ire 1re .H Is l2t . dtq L b , I , s, e e e .  1, 2, n , m
m n
Ä inv sre 1re .H Is l1t . dt im v srey L b , s, s, e e e e . 1, 2, n , m /
n
q q I , s, e einv Ire .Ä  1, 1, n , m
m n
y q s, s, e einv sre eim v sree1re .H Is l1t . dt ; 6.18 .  .Ä 1, 1, n , m /
n
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a eim v Ireeim v sree1re .H
I
s l1t . dt 1, 2, n , m
n , m
q b einv Ireeim v sree1re .H Is l2t . dt 1, 2, n , m
n , m
Ä inv Ire 1re .H Is l1t . dts L a , I , s, e e e .  2, 1, n , m
m n
Ä inv sre 1re .H Is l2t . dt im v srey L a , s, s, e e e e . 2, 1, n , m /
n
Ä inv Ireq L b , I , s, e e .  2, 2, n , m
m n
Ä inv sre im v sre 1re .H Is l2t . dtyL b , s, s, e e e e .2, 2, n , m /
q q I , s, e einv Iree1re .H Is l1t . dt .Ä  1, 2, n , m
m n
y q s, s, e einv sree1re .H Is l2t . dt ? eim v sre . 6.19 .  .Ä 1, 2, n , m /
n
The equations lead to
¡ Äa s L a , z , j , e q q z , j , e for n / 0, .  .Ä1, 1, n , m 1, 1, n , m 1, 1, n , m
Ä Äa s L a , z , j , e y L a , j , j , e .  .1, 1, 0, m 1, 1, 0, m 1, 1, k , l
kqlsm
Äy L b , j , j , e y q j , j , e , .  .Ä 1, 2, k , l 1, 1, k , l
kqlsm kqlsm
Äb s L b , z , j , e , .1, 1, n , m 1, 2, n , m~
Äa s L a , z , j , e q q z , j , e , .  .Ä1, 2, n , m 2, 1, n , m 1, 2, n , m
Äb s L b , z , j , e for n / 0, .1, 2, n , m 2, 2, n , m
Ä Äb s L b , z , j , e y L a , j , j , e .  .1, 2, 0, m 2, 2, 0, m 2, 1, k , l
kqlsm
Äy L b , j , j , e y q j , j , e . .  .Ä 2, 2, k , l 1, 2, k , l¢
kqlsm kqlsm
6.20 .
 .If we use the notation: a s a , j s 1, 2, n g Z, m g Z , b s1 1, j, n, m 1
a1 .  .  .b , j s 1, 2, n g Z, m g Z , h s , the right-hand side of 6.28b1, j, n, m 1 1
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 .  .defines a mapping h ª T h , z, j , e q S z, j , e where T expresses the1 1
terms involving h , and S is the nonhomogeneous term.1
Ã Ã " .  .For z in B where the monotonic paths G z, j and G z, hj n, 1 n n, 2 n
" < <connecting from j and h to z exist, it is true that for j sufficientlyn n
< <  .close to 0, namely j - d for some d s d M , we can show by a similar6 6 6
way that
"Ã Ã 5 5T h , z , j , e F 2 M sup G z , j , G z , h h .  .  . /1 n , 1 n n , 2 n 1
zgBj
and




"Ã ÃT h , z , j , e F 2 M sup G z , j , G z , h . .  .  . /1 n , 1 n n , 2 n /­h zgB1 j
< <  .  .As j F d s d M, l is small, T h q S defines a contraction map-7 7 j 1
 5 5 4ping from B s h : h F 4M to itself. Thus, the fixed point argument4 M 1 1
 . assures the existence of analytic extensions of a , b s a ,1 1 1, j, n, m
.  .b . The analytic extension h z, j can be proven in an analogous1, j, n, m 2
manner.
 .  .For fixed z, h z, j , h z, j are analytic in j because of the analytic1 2
w xdependency of solutions with respect to their initial time 23 . In particular,
 . < <z s 0 belongs to cl B for any j with j F d . Thus ­ y r­ s are of thej 7 j
form
`­ y 0j im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 1Ã0, s s A s, e e e .  . j , m /­ s msy`
`
0im v sre 1re .H l t . dts 2Ãq B s, e e e . j , m /
msy`
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .and A j , e , B j , e extend A s, e , B s, e analytically forj, m j, m j, m j, m
` Ã Ã< < 5  .5 5  .5j F d with  A j , e q B j , e F M. We note thatj, m7 msy` j, m
Ã Ãsince ­ y r­ s is real, A s B . This concludes the proof of Lemma 7.j j, m j, ym
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 .  .Remark. For the solutions y I, s of 2.11 with initial conditions
 . <y I, s s 0 for s ) 0, similar results can also be stated analogously asIss
in Lemma 7, when 0 F I F s.
7. MAIN THEOREMS ABOUT DELAYED BIFURCATIONS
We now state our main results.
Main Theorem A
 .  .THEOREM 2. Let y I, I be the solutions of 2.11 with initial conditions0
 . <y I, I s 0 for any I - 0. Assume H1]H5 are satisfied. Then for largeIsI0 00
 .  . < <enough M, there exist d s d M ) 0, e s e M ) 0 such that for I F d ,0 0 0
<  . <e F e , the solutions y I, I F Me when and only when I F I F I s0 0 0 q
 .I I where I ) 0 is a point abo¨e the critical point, and I is generallyq 0 q q
determined by
UI s I q O e ln e ) 0 7.1 .  . .q 0
U IU0  .where I ) 0 is the unique point satisfying H Re l t dt s 0, otherwise0 I 10U  <  . <.I ) I q O e ln e .q 0
Proof. As the variable I moves along the real axis near I s 0, the
 . I  .  .function w I ' Re H l t dt satisfies the property that w I F 0 for1 I 1 10U U IU0  .I F I - I where I ) 0 is the point satisfying Re H l t dt s 0, and0 0 0 I 10
 . U 0 U 0 Uw I ) 0 for I ) I . We choose I to be a point right to I , i.e., I ) I1 0 0 0
< 0 <  0.  .and I F d . As before, y I, I represents the solution of 2.11 with the7
 0. < 0initial value y I, I s 0. We studyIsI
I 00D ' y 0, I y y 0, I s y 0, s ds. .  .  .H0 s
I0
< < < 0 <  0.From Lemma 7 for I F d , I F d , and for s g I , I , we have0 7 7 0
y1 . .­ yr­ s s ­r­ s , withy2
`­ y 0inv sre 1re .H l t . dts 1Ã0, s s A s, e e e .  . n /­ s nsy`
`
0inv sre 1re .H l t . dts 2Ãq B s, e e e . . n /
nsy`
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 0.Then the distance D s D I , I has the form:0
` 0 0I 1re .H t t . dtqinv sres 1ÃD s A s, e e ds . H n
I0nsy`
` 0 0I 1re .H l t . dtqinv sres 2Ãq B s, e e ds. 7.2 .  . H n
I0nsy`
Under the nonresonant conditions H4]H5, we can find some paths
Ä 0 Ä 0 0 .  .G I , I and G I , I which connect I with I such that the1, n 0 2, n 0 0
z Ä  . .functions Re H l t y inv dt are monotone increasing on G and0 1 1, n
z Ä Ä Ä  . .Re H l t y inv dt are monotone increasing on G . G and G can0 2 2, n 1, n 2, n
Ä Äbe constructed by the following method. We consider G only; G1, n 2, n
can be constructed analogously. For n g Z, when I is close to 0, there0
 . z  . .exists a level curve G I of Re H l t y inv dt which lies in upper1, n 0 0 1
 .or lower half complex plane determined by the sign of Im l 0 y nv / 0.1
U Ä 0 .  .G I intersects the real axis again at I ) 0. We set G I , I s1, n 0 0 1, n 0
 . w U 0 x  . UG I j I , I , i.e., we follow the level curve G I to I ) 0 then1, n 0 0 1, n 0 0
z  . .follow the real axis. See Fig. 3. Re H l t y inv dt are obviously0 1
Ä 0 .increasing monotonically on G I , I . We also note that if m denotes1, n 0 1
 <  . <.the unique integer which minimizes min Im l 0 y nv and mng Z 1 2
 <  . <.  .minimizes min Im l 0 y nv , then all G I are bounded byng Z 2 1, n 0
0 .  .  .  .G I , I , G I , G I , and G I respectively, where for j s 1,2, Gm 0 m 0 m 0 m 0 m1 1 2 2 jz  . .are the level curves of the functions Re H l t y im v dt through the0 j j
< <point I . See Fig. 3. Thus there exists d ) 0 such that when I - d ,0 9 0 9
Ä 0 U 0 0 .  . w x  .FIG. 3. The construction of G I , I s G I j I , I . G I , I are bounded by1, n 0 1, n 0 0 1, n 0
 .  .G I and G I .m 0 m 01 1
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0 Ä 0 Ä 0 Ã< <  .  . < <  .I - d , all G I , I and G I , I lie inside j - d where A j , e9 1, n 0 2, n 0 7 n
Ã  .and B j , e are analytic and bounded from Lemma 7. Thus we obtainn
 .from Lemma 4 Part I that
`
0I0 y1re .H l yinv . dt0 1Ä ÃD s A A , I , e e . n n
nsy`
Ä Ã y1 re .H I00 l1yi nv . dty A A , I , e e . n 0
`
0I0 y1re .H l t .y inv . dt0 2Ä Ãq B B , I , e e . n n
nsy`
`
I0y1 re .H l t .y inv . dt0 2Ä Ãy B B , I , e e 7.3 . . n n 0
nsy`
where
Ä Ä Ã Ä Ä ÃA s A A , j , e , B s B B , j , e .  .n n n n n n
Ä Ã< < 5 5 5  .5are analytic in j for j - d and e F e . Further, A F A j , e7 0 n
Ä 0 Ä Ä Ã <  . <. 5 5 <  . <G I , I from Lemma 4 where A s sup A A , j , e .1, n 0 n j g G n n1, n
Ä Ã Ä Ä Ä Ã5 5 5 5 < <. 5 5 <  . <Also, we get B F B G where B s sup B B , j , e .n n 2, n n j g G n n2, n
Then, we get
`
0Iy1 re .Re H l t .y inv . dt0 1Ä< < 5 5D F A e n
nsy`
`
I0y1 re .Re H l t .y inv . dt0 1Ä5 5q A e n
nsy`
`
0Iy1 re .Re H l t .y inv . dt0 2Ä5 5q B e n
nsy`
`
I0y1 re .Re H l t .y inv . dt0 2Ä5 5q B e n
nsy`
`
I0y1 re .Re H l t . dt0 1Ã5 5 < <F 2 A G e n 1, n /
nsy`
`
I0y1 re .Re H l t . dt0 2Ã Ä5 5 < <q 2 B G e . n 2, n /
nsy`
F Mey1re .Re H0I0 l1t . dt , 7.4 .
I  . I  .since Re H l t dt s Re H l t dt for I being real. On the other hand,0 1 0 2
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j Ä j  . .   .since Re H l t y inv dt are increasing on G and Re H l t y0 1 1, n 0 2
Ä.inv dt are increasing on G , we get2, n
`
I0y1 re .H l yinv . dt0 1Ä ÃA A , I , e e . n n 0
nsy`
`
I0y1 re .H l yinv . dt0 2Ä Ãq B B , I , e e . n n 0
nsy`
w m x` l ÃA I , e . In 0mq1 0m y1re .H l yinv . dt0 1s y1 e e . 
l y inv1nsy` ms1
w m xÃB I , e . In 0 0y1 re .H l yinv . dt0 2q e
l y inv2
w m x 0` l ÃA I , e . 0Inmq1l m y1re .H l yinv . dt0 1qO e y y1 e e .  . 
l y inv1ns` ms1
w m x 0ÃB I , e . 0In y1re .H l yinv . dt0 2q e
l y inv2
for any finite l g N by Lemma 4. The ones in the second group are smaller
 yc re . I 0  .than the first group of order O e for c s Re H l t dt ) 0. Further,I 10Ã Ã Ã l k Ãk4 .  .both A and B are of the property that A I, e s  e A I qn n n ks0 n
l Ã l k Ãk4 l .  .  .  .O e , B I, e s  e B I q O e , for any finite l g N from then ks0 n
Ã Ãstructure of A and B .n n
Thus we make a generic assumption
`
I0y1 re .H l yinv . dt0 1Ä ÃA A , I , e e . n n 0
nsy`
`
I0y1 re .H l yinv . dt0 2Ä Ãq B B , I , e e . n n 0
nsy`
G ke l1 ey1 re .Re H0I0 l1 dt 7.5 .
for some l g N. Then1
< < < l1 < y1 re .Re H0
I0 l1t . dt < < y1 re .Re H0
I 0 l1t . dtD G ke e y K e
G k e l1 ey1 re .Re H0I0 l1t . dt 7.6 .2
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for e F e since IU - I 0. Thus0 0
l1 y1 re .Re H0I0 l1t . dt < < y1 re .Re H0
I0 l1t . dtk e e F D F Me .2 1
By Proposition 1,
I1re .Re H l t . dt 00 11rM e y 0, I y y 0, I .  .  .3 0
I0 y1re .Re H l t . dt 00 1F y I , I y y I , I F M e y 0, I y y 0, I , .  .  .  .0 3 0
<  .  0. <we then derive that Y I, I y Y I, I F Me if and only if 0 F I F I0 q
U  <  . <.  .where I s I q O e ln e under the generic assumption 7.5 , otherwiseq 0
U  <  . <. <  0. < 0I G I q O e ln e . Since Y I, I F Me for 0 - I - I , we getq 0
<  . <Y I, I F Me when and only when I F I F I .0 0 q
Remark. We observe that degenerate cases do occur. For example,
 .when the nonhomogeneous term Q Ire , I s 0, the trivial solution1
 . U  <  . <.  .y I, I ' 0 does have I ) I q O e ln e . In fact, y I, I ' 0 never0 q 0 0
leave the e-neighborhood of 0. Even in this case, we can show that if the
 . <  . < l2solutions y I, I , e satisfy y I, I , e G k e for some l g N, thenIsI0 0 2 20
<  . < U  <  . <.y I, I , e F Me when and only when I F I F I q O e ln e for e F0 0 0
U  <  . <.e is small by an argument of Proposition 1. Thus I s I q O e ln e is0 q 0
a quite generic result which can be observed in nature.
We are also concerned with the range of I in which Theorem 2 is0
 .applicable. The key point in the conditions is that the level curves G I ,m 01
 .  .  . < < <G I , G I , and G I should lie inside j F d . If v ym 0 m 0 m 0 71 2 2
 .  . <1rn Im l 0 s d ª 0, then the applicable range of I can be very1 0
limited. We provide a sharp result on the amount of delay I whichq
includes the near-resonance cases.
Main Theorem B
 .  .THEOREM 3. Let y I, I be the solution of 2.11 with the initial condi-0
 . <tions y I, I s 0 for any I - 0. Assume H1]H5 are ¨alid. Then forIsI0 00
 .  .any large enough M, there exist d s d M ) 0, e s e M ) 0, such that0 0
< <for I F d , e F e ,0 0
y I , I F Me when and only when I F I F I 7.7 .  .0 0 q
 . UU UUwhere I s I I G I ) 0 is a point abo¨e the critical point and I isq q 0 0 0
 . UUdetermined by 7.8 below. Moreo¨er, the lower bound estimate I of I is0 q
<  .  . < qsharp for near resonance cases where v y 1rn Im l 0 s d ª 0 .1
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Proof. The point IUU ) 0 indeed can be decided by the following0
0  0.manner. Let I ) 0 be the point on positive real axis such that w I s1
 . I 0  .  .w I , i.e., Re H l t dt s 0. Let x I ) 0, j s 1, 2, be defined as the1 0 I 1 j 00
 . z  .real values in the following way. We denote x I s min H l t y1 0 z, n 0 1
.  .invt dt where for n G n such that Im l 0 y nw - 0, z is taken on0 1
 .   . z  .  .4G I ' z N Im z G 0, w z s Re H l t dt s w I , and for n F1, 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
 .  . n y 1 such that Im l 0 y nv ) 0, z is taken on G I s z N Im z G0 1 1, 0 0
 . z  .  .4  .0, w z s Re H l t dt s w I . Also, we denote x I s1 0 1 1 0 2 0
z  . .  .min H l t y inv dt where for n: Im l 0 y nv ) 0, z is takenz, n 0 2 2
 .   . z  .  .4on G I ' z N Im z F 0, w z s Re H l t dt s w I , and for2, 0 0 2 0 2 2 0
 .  .   .n: Im l 0 y nv - 0, z is taken on G I s z N Im z F 0, w z s2 2, 0 0 2
z  .  .4Re H l t dt s w I . See Figs. 4 and 5.0 2 2 0
 .Because of the nonresonant condition H4: Im l 0 y nv / 0, for Ij 0
sufficiently close to I s 0, x ) 0, x ) 0 as will be shown. Further,1 2
 .0 - x F w I for j s 1, 2. We letj j 0
IUU 0I s inf I 0 - I F I , Re l t dt s min x , x y ln erM e . .  .  .H0 1 1 2 5
0
7.8 .
<  . < UUWe now proceed to show y I, I F Me when I F I F I which im-0 0 0
 .plies 7.7 .
Let all notations in Theorem 2 stand. Choose I 0 to be IU ) 0 or0
FIG. 4. The paths of integrations. z is taken on different routes G or G depending on1, 0 1, 0
 .the signs of Im l 0 y nv. For only finitely many n's, y2v rv - n F 0, their correspond-1 0
 . z  . .ing G I , the level curves of Re H l t y inv dt , which pass through I would be1, n 0 0 1 0
 .  .above G I or below G I . Thus x is taking the minimum on these finite many terms.1, 0 0 1, 0 0 1
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 .FIG. 5. The paths of integrations in the z-plane for l z y inv related terms.2
I 0  .Re H l t dt s 0. We haveI 10
0< <D s y 0, I y y 0, I .  .0
` 0 0I 1re .H l t . dtqinv sres 1ÃF A s, e e ds . H n
I0nsy`
` 0 0I 1re .H l t . dtqinv sres 2Ãq B s, e e ds . 7.9 .  . H n
I0nsy`
< <In order to obtain the estimate of D , we use contour integrations to
 .  .find the right hand side of 7.9 . For n's where Im l 0 y nv - 0, we take1
G as the path,1, 0
0 0I 1re . H l t . dtqinv s.s 1ÃA s, e e ds .H n
I0
01re . H l t . dtqinv z .z 1Ãs A z , e e dz .H n
 .zgG I1, 0 0
01re .Re H l t . dtqinv z .z 1Ã < <F A z , e e dz .H n
 .zgG I1, 0 0
yx  I .re1 0 Ã5 5F e A G I .n 1, 0 0
<  . <  .where G I is the arc length of the level curve G I which passes1, 0 0 1, 0 0
 .through I and x was defined previously. Similarly, for n's, Im l 0 y0 1 1
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 .nv ) 0, we take G I as a path,1, 0 0
0 0I 1re . H l t . dtqinv s.s 1ÃA s, e e ds .H n
I0
01re . H l t . dtqinv z .z 1Ãs A z , e e dz .H n
 .zgG I1, 0 0
yx  I .re1 0 ÃF e A G I . .n 1, 0 0
 . 0  . zWe assert x I ) 0. In fact, Re H l t dt q iv z s yRe H l y1 0 z 1 0 1
.  .  .inv dt . We observe that since Im l 0 - 0, the level curve G I which1 1, 0 0
connects I with I 0 is in the upper half plane. See Fig. 4.0
 .  .Moreover, for n's, Im l 0 y nv - Im l 0 - 0, the level curve1 1
 .  z . I0  . . 4G I ' z N Im z G 0, Re H l y inv dt s Re H l t y inv dt1, n 0 0 1 0 1
 . zlie below G I , but still in the upper half plane, in particular, Re H l1, 0 0 0 1
. z  .  .y inv dt G Re H l t dt for z g G ; and for n's, 0 ) Im l 0 y nv )0 1 1, 0 1
 .  .  .Im l 0 , G I stay above G I . Thus there are only finitely many n's1 1, n 0 1, 0 0
 .whose level curves would lie above G . Also for n's, Im l 0 y nv ) 0,1, 0 1
 .  .the situations are similar. For n's, 0 - yIm l 0 - Im l 0 y nv,1 1
 .G I lie above G while still in the lower half plane, in particular,1, n 0 1, 0
z z .  .Re H l y inv dt G Re H l dt for z g G ; and for n's, 0 - Im l 0 y0 1 0 1 1, 0 1
 .  .  .nv - yIm l 0 , G I stay below G I . Thus1 1, n 0 1, 0 0
z
x I s min min Re l t y inv dt , .  . .H1 0 1 zgG 01, 0
 .  .n : Im l 0 FIm l 0 ynv-01 1
z
min Re l t y inv dt 7.10 .  . .H 1 5zgG 01, 0
 .  .n : yIm l 0 )Im l 0 ynv)01 1
where the minimums are taken from finitely many positive terms, and
 .therefore x I ) 0. The positiveness of each term at the right-hand side1 0
 .  .  .of 7.10 can be easily verified from the structure of 4.40]4.42 Part 1 by
w xan implicit function theorem argument. See 10, Section 6 for more details
of this sort.
In a similar fashion, we can show that
0 0I 1re . H l t . dtqinv s. y1re .x  I .s 2 2 0Ã ÃB s, e e ds F e B G I .  .H n n 2, 0 0
I0
by treating different n's at different integrating paths G or G . Also,2, 0 2, 0
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 .  .x I ) 0 due to the same reason for x I . Thus2 0 1 0
0< <D s y 0, I y y 0, I .  .0
` `
yx  I .re yx  I .re1 0 2 0Ã ÃF e A G I q e B G I .  . n 1, 0 0 n 2, 0 0
nsy` nsy`
F Mey1re .min x1 I0 . , x 2 I0 .. . 7.11 .
<  . <From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we obtain that y I, I F M e for I - I -0 2 0
<  0. < 0  .0, and y I, I F M e for 0 - I - I . We continue the solution y I, I2 0
for I ) 0 to obtain Theorem 3. By Proposition 1,
I0 0 1re .Re H l t . dt0 1y I , I y y I , I F M y 0, I y y 0, I e .  .  .  .0 3 0
F MM ey1 re .min x1 , x 2 .e1re .Re H0I l1t . dt . 7.12 .3
Thus by the definition of IUU , when 0 F I F IUU ,0 0
0y I , I y y I , I F Me . 7.13 .  .  .0
 . <  . <  .Thus 7.13 and Lemma 2 give that y I, I F M q M e for I - I -0 2 0
IUU.0
<  .  . <As we can easily calculate, if v y 1rn Im l 0 s s is sufficiently1
 . 2small for some n, x I F Ks for K ) 0. Then the correspondingj 0
IUU F K s . Such an estimate of IUU is also sharp in the sense that0 1 0
w x <  . <we found in 25 the fact that y I, I ) Me after I G K s as0 2
<  .  . < q <v y 1rn Im l 0 s s ª 0 . Thus we can also state that when v y1
 .  . < q <  . <1rn Im l 0 s s ª 0 , y I, I F Me when and only when I F I F1 0 0
 .I s K v, n, l , s s for some K ) 0.q 3 1 3
This concludes Theorem 3.
 .  .COROLLARY 2. Let H1]H5 hold. Let y I, e be any solution of 2.11
<  . < <which satisfies the initial conditions y I, e F M e , then for M suffi-IsI 10
 . < <  . <  . <ciently large, e F e M , I F d M , y I, e F Me when and only when0 0
 . U IU0  .I F I F I where I s I I G I ) 0 which satisfies Re H l t dt s 0.0 q q q 0 0 I 10
Proof. If we combine Theorem 2 with Proposition 1, we see that
 .  . <relative to y I, I which satisfies y I, I s 0, the differenceIsI0 0 0
I1re .Re H l t . dtI 10y I , e y y I , I F M y I , e y y I , I e .  .  .  .0 3 0 0 0
I1re .Re H l t . dtI 10F M y I , e e .3 0
F eM M e1re .Re H II0 l1t . dt .1 3
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U I  . <  .  . <For I F I F I where Re H l t dt F 0, we have y I, e y y I, I F0 0 I 1 00
<  . <M M e . Thus y I, e F Me for M sufficiently large.1 3
COROLLARY 3. Assume H1]H5 hold. Let I - I be any point below Ii 0 0
 .which was studied in Theorem 2 and Corollary 2. If y I, e is a solution of
 . <  . <2.11 with its initial condition y I, e F M e , then for large enough MIsI 1i
 . <  . <  . Uand e F e M , y I, e F Me whene¨er I F I F I where I s I I G I0 i q q q i 0
which was defined in Corollary 2.
Proof. It follows directly from Lemma 1 and Corollary 2. Since
<  . < < <  . < <y I, e F M e , y I, e F M e by Lemma 1. Corollary 2 thenIsI IsI1 2i 0
implies Corollary 3.
 .COROLLARY 4 Memory Effects . Assume H1]H5 hold. Also assume
 .the initial point I : I - I - 0 is closer to 0 than I . Let y I, e be a solutioni 0 i 0
 . <  . < < <  . <of 2.11 with the initial condition y I, e F M e . Then y I, e F MeIsI 1i
 . Uwhen and only when I F I F I for some I s I I G I ) 0 which wasi q q q i i
IUi  .defined as the unique point such that Re H l t dt s 0. Furthermore, if theI 1i
 . < <  .  . < <initial ¨alues of y I, e satisfy y I, e y y I, I G M e for someIsI IsI0 4i i
U  .M ) 0, then I s I q O e .4 q i
Proof. Proposition 1 gives
I1re .H Re l t . dtI 1iy I , e y y I , I s K I y I y y I , I e .  .  .  .  .0 i i 0
where 1rM F K I F M . .3 3
<  .  . < <  . <From y I y y I , I s M e , along with the fact that y I, I F Me fori i 0 4 0
UI F I F I . Corollary 4 can be obtained by a direct calculation.0 0
We can rewrite all conclusions in terms of relationship with periodical
solutions.
 .THEOREM 4 Delayed Bifurcations from Periodical Solutions . Let
 .  .u t, I be the family of periodic solutions of the system: ¨ s f ¨ , I, t when I0 t
 .  . is regarded as a parameter. Let u t, e be a solution of 1.6 , u s f u, I qt i
. <  .  . <e t, t, u with initial conditions satisfying u 0, e y u t , I F M e . Then0 0 1 i 1
<  .  . <u t, e y u t q t, I q e t F Me for some M ) 0 whene¨er 0 F t F0 1 i
 .  .  .I y I re , or I F I t s I q e t F I s I I and 0 - e F e , whereq i i i q q i 0
 .I s I I G 0 was described in Corollaries 2]4.q q i
8. NECESSITY OF THE NONRESONANT CONDITIONS
H4 AND H5
It is a very interesting behavior that the delayed bifurcations are
sensitive to frequency interferences. Namely, we have to assume that
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 .v s Im l 0 / nvr2 for n s 0, " 1, " 2, " 3, . . . in this work. Our0 1
previous results cannot provide analysis when v s nvr2. We show that0
the nonresonant hypotheses are essential to the occurrence of delayed
bifurcations by studying a simple counterexample where v s nv.0
We look at the following example which is in complex form:
u s I q i u y I 2eit . 8.1 .  .t
The corresponding system in real variables would be two-dimensional. For
 .  . i tI as a parameter, 8.1 has a family of periodic solutions: u t, I s Ie .0
 .  .For I - 0, u t, I is orbitally stable, and for I ) 0, u t, I is unstable.0 0
The slow passage problem has the form:
2 i tu s I q e t q i u q I q e t e .  .t i i 8.2 . <u t y u 0, I F M e . .  .ts0 0 i 1
 .Without loss of generality, we take I s y2p , and we use I t s I q e ti i
as the independent variable. Then the system becomes
e u s I q i u q I 2ei Iq2p .re .I
8.3 . u I , e y u 0, y2p F M e . .  .0 1Isy2p
 .  .Let w s u I, e y u I, y2p , then0
e w s I q i w y e e2p i re ei Ire .  .I 8.4 . w y2p F M e . . 1
 .We consider w to be the solution of 8.4 with the initial conditions aty
 .  .I s y2p : w y2p s 0, and w to be the solution of 8.4 with initialy q
 .  .  .conditions at I s 2p : w 2p s 0. w 0 y w 0 can be directly calcu-q y q
lated for this linear equation:
2p 02p i re 1re .H Id Isw 0 y w 0 s ye e ds .  . Hq y
y2p
2p 22p i re y1r2 e . ss ye e ds. 8.5 .H
y2p
Thus
2p 2y1 r2 e . s ’w 0 y w 0 s e ds G K e 8.6 .  .  .Hq y
y2p
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for some K ) 0, when e F e is sufficiently small. Thus, w jumps away0 y
<  .  . <  .from w in the sense w I y w I s O 1 at the pointq q y
I1re .H t dt0’I ' inf I , e e s O 1 . 8.7 .  . 4q
 < < .  .’Then I s O e ln e . In other words, the bifurcation of u I from .q
 .  < < .’u I occurs near the critical point I s 0 at I s O e ln e , hence the .0
bifurcation has not been delayed.
The key element here which prevents the delayed bifurcation phe-
nomenon is the interference of the frequency at critical point of critical
.exponents v s 1 and the frequency of the periodic solutions v s 10
which violates H4 and H5.
 .Equation 8.1 can be easily modified to
` 1
2 inv tu s I q v i u q I e . 8.8 .  .t 0 2 /nns1
 < < .’We can show that I s O e ln e if v s nv for the corresponding .q 0
 .slow passage problems of 8.8 .
In more complicated cases which involve a nonlinear term, the frequen-
cies v s 2v rn, n s "1, " 2, . . . can also provide interferences which0
prevent the occurrence of the delayed bifurcations. Numerical evidences of
w xthose resonant phenomena can be found in 1 where Rinzel and co-workers
indicated that for the FitzHugh Nagumo system a typical example of
1 ..2.11 , the delayed bifurcations vanish at v s v, v, 2v, 3v. These0 2
frequencies are among the resonant frequencies indicated in H4 and H5.
In fact, we have indicated in Section 7 that if v is close to v rn for some0
< <  .n, i.e., v y v rn s s ) 0, then for e F e s the amount of delay in I is0 0
 .O s . This counterexample compliments our analysis at v s nv. A more0
w xcareful analysis of resonance phenomena is to be given in 25 . The
 .resonance phenomena at v s 2v r 2n q 1 are not well understood by0
the author.
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